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Comparison of high-mode predictive simulations using Mixed
Bohm Õgyro-Bohm and Multi-Mode „MMM95… transport models
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Two different transport models—the Mixed Bohm/gyro-Bohm@Joint European Torus~JET!# model
@Erbaet al., Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion39, 261~1997!# and the Multi-Mode model~MMM95!
@Batemanet al., Phys. Plasmas5, 1793~1998!#—are used in predictive transport simulations of 22
high-mode discharges. Fourteen discharges that include systematic scans in normalized gyroradius
(r* ), plasma pressure (b), collisionality, and isotope mass in the JET tokamak@Rebutet al., Nucl.
Fusion25, 1011~1985!# and eight discharges that include scans inr* , elongation (k), power, and
density in the DIII-D tokamak@J. L. Luxon and L. G. Davis, Fusion Technol.8, 441 ~1985!# are
considered. When simulation temperature and density profiles are compared with processed
experimental data from the International Profile Database, it is found that the results with either the
JET or MMM95 transport model match experimental data about equally well. With either model,
the average normalized rms deviation is approximately 10%. In the simulations carried out using the
JET model, the component of the model with Bohm scaling~which is proportional to gyroradius!
dominates over much of the plasma. In contrast, the MMM95 model has purely gyro-Bohm scaling
~proportional to gyroradius squared!. In spite of the differences in the underlying scaling of these
transport models, both models reproduce the global confinement scalings observed in the scans
equally well. These results are explained by changes in profile shapes from one end of each scan to
the other. These changes in the profile shapes are caused by changes in boundary conditions, heating
and particle source profiles, large scale instabilities, and transport. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1338534#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Predictive transport simulations using two differe
transport models are compared with each other and with
perimental data in this paper. One of the models used in
paper is the Multi-Mode transport model~MMM95!, which
consists of a combination of theory-based models.1 The other
model is the empirical Mixed Bohm/gyro-Bohm~Joint Euro-
pean Torus, JET! transport model.2 The temperature and
density profiles predicted by simulations using each of th
models have been shown to match experimental data f
tokamaks.3–7 However, the two models have very differe
scalings with respect to plasma parameters and different
pendencies on the shapes of the plasma profiles. The mo
are compared in this paper by using them in pairs of pre
tive simulations that are set up to be identical in every
spect other than the choice of the transport model.

One of the key differences between the MMM95 a
JET models is the gyroradius scaling of their diffusiviti
(x). While the MMM95 model has a purely gyro-Bohm
scaling (x}rs

2cs /R), the JET has a Bohm-dominant scalin
(x}rscs) in simulations of large tokamak plasmas~see
Table I for notation and definitions!. In systematic gyrora-
dius scans, the magnetic field strength is varied from d
charge to discharge to varyrs /a, while the density, tempera
ture, and current are varied to holdb, dimensionless
collisionality, and magneticq fixed. If the shapes of the pro
files were held completely fixed in gyroradius scans,
9641070-664X/2001/8(3)/964/11/$18.00
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magnetic field scaling of gyro-Bohm models would bex
}BT

21 while the scaling of Bohm dominated models wou
bex}BT

21/3.6 However, the shapes of the plasma profiles
change from one end of each scan to the other, and th
changes in profile shape have a significant effect on the
lation between the scaling of global confinement and
underlying scaling of the particular transport model.

Previous work6,4 has shown that changes in the shapes
the temperature and density profiles (Ti ,Te ,ne) caused by
changes in boundary conditions or by changes in source
sinks, from one end of each scan to the other, can have
effect on the global confinement scaling in simulations
L-mode~low mode! andH-mode~high mode! plasmas. For
example, inL-mode plasmas, variation in edge neutral pe
etration depth causes thene profiles to change near the edg
of the plasma, which changes the scaling ofx.6 As a result
of these changes in plasma profile, the Multi-Mode mod
with its pure gyro-Bohm scaling, can produce a global e
ergy confinement scaling that is only weakly dependent
magnetic field~i.e., less dependent than Bohm scaling
magnetic field!. In simulations ofH-mode plasmas,4 it is
found that the height of the pedestal at the edge of e
H-mode plasma has a large effect on the shape of the t
perature and density profiles and, consequently, the heigh
the pedestal has a large effect on global confinement sca
Simulations of isotope scans in ELMy JETH-mode plasmas
~high mode plasmas with edge localized modes! show how
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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965Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 3, March 2001 Comparison of H-mode predictive simulations . . .
this effect can influence the confinement of discharges
systematic way.3

Motivated by these studies, 22H-mode discharges take
from the International Profile Database8 were simulated us-
ing both the MMM95 and the JET transport modules in t
BALDUR code.9 Of the 22 H-mode plasmas, 14 are take
from JET2 experiments and 8 are taken from DIII-D10 ex-
periments. The JET series includes systematic scans o
normalized gyroradius (r* ), normalized plasma pressur
(b), collisionality (n* ), and isotope mass. In addition, on
of the JET discharges is referred to as an ‘‘identity sho
JET 33465, which is part of a series of experiments desig
to testr* scaling across various tokamaks. The DIII-D ser
includes systematic scans ofr* , elongation (k), and plasma
density and power.

The transport models are described in Sec. II. Details
the experimental JET and DIII-D discharges are given
Sec. III. Section IV presents a statistical analysis of the te
perature and density profiles produced by simulations us
the JET and MMM95 transport models compared with e
perimental data. In addition, an analysis of the physical p
cesses in the simulations that produce the observed scali
each scan is also presented in Sec. IV. Simulations of
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor~ITER!
tokamak reactor design are presented in Sec. V. Conclu
are given in Sec. VI.

TABLE I. Notation.

Variable Units Meaning

a m Minor radius~half-width! of plasma
BT T Vacuum toroidal magnetic field at

major radiusR along flux surface
cs m/s @kbTe /mi #

1/2 speed of sound
D m2/s Effective charged particle diffusivity

Charged particle flux divided by density gradient
e C Electron charge
I p MA Toroidal plasma current
kb Conversion from keV to joules
mi kg Average ion mass
ne m23 Electron density
PNB MW Neutral beam injection power
q Magneticq value
r m Minor radius~half-width! of each flux surface
R m Major radius to geometric

center of flux surface
tsaw s Time of last sawtooth crash
Te keV Electron temperature
Ti keV Ion temperature
Wth MJ Thermal plasma energy
Wtot MJ Total plasma energy~including fast ions!
Zeff (s nsZs

2/ne summed over each species
b Beta @Wth /(BT

2/2mo)#
x m2/s Effective thermal diffusivity

Heat flux divided by density time temperature gradie
d Plasma triangularity
k Plasma elongation
n* Collision frequency divided by bounce frequency
rs m Gyroradius@csmi /(eBT)#
r* Normalized gyroradius (rs /a)
tE s Total energy confinement time (Wtot /PNB)
t th s Thermal energy confinement time (Wth /Ploss)

wherePloss is power lost through edge of plasma
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II. TRANSPORT MODELS

The MMM95 version of the multimode model is de
scribed in detail in Ref. 1 and is available as a Nation
Transport Code Collaboration~NTCC! computer code mod-
ule at the website http://w3.pppl.gov/NTCC. The MMM9
model has been used extensively to simulateH-mode
plasmas3,4,11 as well asL-mode and other plasmas such
hot ion modes.1,5,6,12,13The MMM95 transport model is a
pure gyro-Bohm model.

The version of the JET model that is used in this pape
described in Ref. 2. Both the electron and ion thermal dif
sivities consist of two terms. One term has Bohm scaling

xBohm[rscsq
2

a~dpe /dr !

pe
DTe

, ~1!

while the other term has gyro-Bohm scaling

xgyro-Bohm[
rs

2cs

a

a~dTe /dr !

Te
. ~2!

The notation is described in Table I. In the Bohm diffusivi
expression,DTe

is a finite difference approximation to th
normalized temperature electron temperature difference
the plasma edge

DTe
[

Te~r /a50.8!2Te~r /a51!

Te~r /a51!
. ~3!

The resulting anomalous ion and electron thermal diffus
ties are constructed from the sum of these Bohm and g
Bohm terms, with empirically determined coefficients2

x i
JET51.631024xBohm11.7531022xgyro-Bohm, ~4!

xe
JET5831025xBohm13.531022xgyro-Bohm, ~5!

and the hydrogenic and impurity charged particle diffusiv
is given by

DJET}
x ixe

x i1xe
. ~6!

All the simulations are carried out using the tim
dependent BALDUR integrated predictive transport cod
http://www.physics.lehigh.edu/baldur/index.htm.9 In each
simulation, either the JET or the MMM95 transport model
used together with neoclassical transport. Each simula
follows the time evolution of the ion temperature, electr
temperature, hydrogenic density, impurity density andq pro-
file, given boundary conditions from experimental data.

III. H-MODE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

All the experimental data from the 22H-mode dis-
charges considered in this paper are taken from the Inte
tional Profile Database.8 All of this data was processed b
the TRANSP code, a time-dependent transport analysis co
http://w3.pppl.gov/transp/.14

A. JET discharges

The 14 JETH-mode discharges consist of 2 pairs
normalized gyroradius (r* ) scans, ab scan, a collisionality
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Major plasma parameters for the JET discharges.

JET JET JET JET JET JET JET JET JET
Tokamak 33131 33140 33465 35156 35171 37718 37728 38407 38
discharge: Low High Identity Low High High Low Low High

Type r* r* r* r* n* n* b b

R ~m! 2.94 2.93 2.87 2.87 2.88 2.94 2.92 2.91 2.8
a ~m! 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.96 0.94 0.9
k 1.70 1.56 1.55 1.56 1.58 1.58 1.64 1.60 1.5
d 0.28 0.26 0.19 0.11 0.24 0.13 0.20 0.16 0.1
BT ~T! 3.13 1.77 1.10 2.17 1.09 2.11 2.71 1.59 1.8
I p ~MA ! 2.83 1.61 1.04 2.05 1.01 1.97 2.57 1.47 1.6

n̄e (1019 m23) 7.10 3.65 3.26 5.44 2.44 4.54 4.90 3.05 4.0

Zeff 1.92 1.66 1.52 1.25 1.10 1.93 1.76 2.09 2.0
PNB ~MW! 18.0 5.80 2.77 8.60 2.91 9.70 13.3 5.60 15.7
r* (0) (1023 m) 5.11 7.59 7.77 4.96 9.66 6.02 6.07 8.34 7.4
t th ~s! 0.26 0.37 0.37 0.40 0.24 0.29 0.24 0.31 0.2
Wth ~MJ! 7.14 2.02 0.93 2.90 0.82 2.75 4.24 1.59 3.1
Wtot ~MJ! 7.85 2.27 0.98 3.08 0.96 3.09 4.89 1.87 3.8
tsaw ~s! 55.3 52.9 63.0 54.5 62.0 55.3 57.8 57.2 56.4

Diagnostic
time ~s! 55.69 56.50 63.76 55.85 65.00 55.38 58.12 57.40 56
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(n* ) scan, 5 discharges in which the isotope mass was
ied, and a discharge referred to as an ‘‘identity shot.’’ Plas
parameters for these discharges are listed in Tables II and
In the r* scans,r* was varied by a factor of 1.6 while a
other dimensionless parameters~notablyq, normalized colli-
sionality n* , and b) were held nearly fixed15,16 with only
slight differences in these parameters within each scan
addition, there were various amplitudes, frequencies,
types of ELMs at the edges of the plasmas in the discha
considered.

The first pair of discharges from ther* scan, 33140 and
33131, have a heating power near theH-mode power thresh
old. The temperature and density profiles for these d
charges are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The global energy c

TABLE III. Major plasma parameters for the JET isotope scan dischar

JET JET JET JET JET
Tokamak 42794 42997 43134 43443 43452
discharge: Tritium Tritium Deuterium Hydrogen Hydroge

Type isotope isotope isotope isotope isotop

R ~m! 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.95
a ~m! 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
k 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70
d 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.255 0.30
BT ~T! 1.76 2.96 1.76 1.76 0.97
I p ~MA ! 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.77 0.97

n̄e (1019 m23) 5.39 4.84 4.36 2.56 2.57

Zeff 3.36 3.17 2.53 1.46 2.09
Paux ~MW! 6.74 10.4 7.40 7.40 7.40
ENBI ~keV! 160.0 160.0 140.0 90.3 98.3
r* (0) (1023 m) 11.46 6.94 9.10 5.30 10.0
t th ~s! 0.438 0.230 0.285 0.248 0.132
Wth ~MJ! 2.73 2.45 2.19 1.41 0.84
Wtot ~MJ! 3.19 3.12 2.75 1.81 1.00
tsaw ~s! 60.4 60.6 62.7 ••• 68.0

Diagnostic
time ~s! 60.6 60.84 62.9 62.1 69.6
c 2002 to 128.180.141.140. Redistribution subject to A
r-
a
II.

In
d

es

-
n-

finement scaling is observed to be Bohm-like in this scan16

The second pair, discharges 35171 and 35156, show
Figs. 3 and 4, have heating power well above theH-mode
threshold. These discharges are observed to follow a g
Bohm-like confinement scaling ofBt th}r

*
22.7 ~wheret th is

the global thermal energy confinement time!, in agreement
with ITER-93P scaling.17 The ‘‘identity’’ discharge consid-

s.

FIG. 1. Ion temperature, electron temperature, and electron density pro
as a function of major radius for simulations of the highr* JET discharge
33140. In each panel, the closed circles represent experimental data
solid curves are the results of simulations using the Mixed Bohm/gy
Bohm model, and the dashed curves are simulations using the MMM
model.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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ered in this paper, JET 33465, is part of a series of exp
ments designed to testr* scaling across various differen
tokamaks. All of these JET discharges were fueled with d
terium and heated by neutral beam injection. Discha
33131, the lowr* experiment of the first pair, was addition
ally heated by 1.7 MW of absorbed ion cyclotron resonan
heating, a relatively small component of the total heating
the plasma.

The next pair of JET discharges, 37718 and 37728,
taken from a scan in which the dimensionless collisiona
~collision frequency divided by the bounce frequency! was
varied by a factor of 2.6 while holdingr* and b fixed.4

Discharge 37728 was heated with 1.1 MW of absorbed
cyclotron resonance heating as well as 13.3 MW of neu
beam injected power. The final pair of JET discharges lis
in Table II, 38407 and 38415, are taken from a scan in wh
the plasma beta was varied by a factor of 1.5 while hold
r* and the dimensionless collisionality fixed4

Finally, the 5 discharges listed in Table III are ELM
H-mode JET discharges in which different hydrogen
isotopes—hydrogen, deuterium, or tritium—were used
the plasma discharge and for the neutral beam injected g3

The simulations for these discharges are compared with
perimental data obtained directly from experimental m
surements as described in Ref. 3.

Some of the discharges had irregularities complicat
their study. For example, no information is available for t
Ti profiles of JET discharges 33140, 33465, and 35171.
Ti profile data are set equal toTe profile data for these dis

FIG. 2. Ion temperature, electron temperature, and electron density pro
as a function of major radius for simulations of the lowr* JET discharge
33131. In each panel, the closed circles represent experimental data
solid curves are the results of simulations using the Mixed Bohm/gy
Bohm model, and the dashed curves are simulations using the MM
model.
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charges in the International Profile Database. The ion te
perature profiles for these discharges are not used in the
tistical analysis presented in Sec. IV A in the following.
addition, it was discovered that the diagnostic time of 65
s given in the International Profile Database for JET 351
occurred after the beam heating power was turned off.
correct this, the diagnostic time was moved back to a re
tively steady state period of the core discharge at 65.0
although the edges of theTi and Te profiles oscillate
throughout theH-mode phase of the discharge. The diagn
tic times for the other discharges are taken from the Inter
tional Profile Database.

B. DIII-D discharges

Four pairs ofH-mode plasmas comprise the DIII-D dis
charges examined in this paper. Major plasma parameter
all 8 of the discharges taken from the International Pro
Database are listed in Table IV. The discharges include sc
for plasma power~77557 and 77559!, density ~81321 and
81329!, elongation (k) ~81499 and 81507!, andr* ~82205
and 82788!.

In the power scan experiment, the neutral beam inject
power was varied while the average plasma density was
constant. Power balance analysis shows that the therma
fusivities increase with temperature, though the electron
ion diffusivities scale differently. At the half radius, elec
trons follow xe}Te

3/2 and ions followx i}Ti .
In the density scan, the temperature was kept constan

increasing neutral beam injected power as the plasma de

les

the
-
5

FIG. 3. Ion temperature, electron temperature, and electron density pro
as a function of major radius for simulations of the highr* JET discharge
35171. In each panel, the closed circles represent experimental data
solid curves are the results of simulations using the Mixed Bohm/gy
Bohm model, and the dashed curves are simulations using the MMM
model.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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968 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 3, March 2001 Hannum et al.
was increased. The diffusivities from power balance w
found to be independent of the density of the plasmas in
scan.

The elongation scan tested a prediction18 of better fusion
performance in more elongated plasmas. If the plasm
stretched by lowering plasma width from the outside, wh

FIG. 4. Ion temperature, electron temperature, and electron density pro
as a function of major radius for simulations of the lowr* JET discharge
35156. In each panel, the closed circles represent experimental data
solid curves are the results of simulations using the Mixed Bohm/gy
Bohm model, and the dashed curves are simulations using the MM
model.
Downloaded 07 Dec 2002 to 128.180.141.140. Redistribution subject to A
e
is

is

the height, safety factor (q), density, and heating power ar
kept fixed, the confinement of the plasma should not sign
cantly change, according to global confinement scalin
Thus, an elongated plasma with smaller volume but the sa
density and stored energy~i.e., confinement3 power! will
have higher temperatures than a less elongated plasma
predicted, experimentalists observed higher temperature
the more elongated plasma~discharge 81507!. However, the
degree of improved confinement exceeded the original p
diction. The enhanced performance was attributed~at least in
part! to an enhanced toroidal rotation gradient along
edge.

In ther* scan, several dimensionless parameters suc
elongation, plasma beta (b), collisionality (n* ), andq, were
matched to the design specifications of ITER.19 In both r*
discharges, the global thermal confinement time followe
gyro-Bohm scaling, as did the diffusivities from a pow
balance analysis. A confinement scaling with gyro-Boh
scaling yields a more optimistic confinement time and p
formance for ITER and similar fusion reactor designs th
does a confinement scaling with Bohm scaling.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations are carried out using both the MMM95 a
the JET model for each of the 22H-mode discharges and th
resulting plasma profiles are compared with experimen
data from the International Profile Database. Each pair
simulations is set up to be identical except for the choice
transport model. The time-dependent boundary conditi
for these simulations~temperatures, densities, equilibriu
boundary shape! as well as the time dependence of the av
age density andZeff are taken from the International Profil
Database for these discharges.

A statistical analysis of the simulations compared w
experimental data is described and applied in Sec. IV A
evaluate how well each of the two transport models ma

les

the
-
5

788

8
2
7
5
4
6
6

4
5
36
6
0
6
6

4

TABLE IV. Major plasma parameters for the DIII-D discharges.

DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D DIII-D
Tokamak 77557 77559 81321 81329 81499 81507 82205 82
discharge: Low High Low High Low High Low High

Type power power ne ne k k r* r*

R ~m! 1.68 1.69 1.69 1.70 1.69 1.61 1.69 1.6
a ~m! 0.62 0.62 0.60 0.59 0.63 0.54 0.63 0.6
k 1.85 1.84 1.83 1.83 1.68 1.95 1.71 1.6
d 0.33 0.35 0.29 0.36 0.32 0.29 0.37 0.3
BT ~T! 1.99 1.99 1.98 1.97 1.91 1.91 1.87 0.9
I p ~MA ! 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.35 1.34 1.34 0.6

n̄e (1019 m23) 4.88 5.02 2.94 5.35 4.81 4.90 5.34 2.8

Zeff 1.68 2.21 2.42 1.65 2.33 1.93 2.13 1.9
PNB ~MW! 4.73 13.23 3.49 8.34 5.74 5.71 5.86 3.2
r* (0) (1023 m) 11.02 14.30 12.38 12.09 12.01 16.43 13.04 19.
t th ~s! 0.11 0.06 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.0
Wth ~MJ! 0.58 0.88 0.41 0.69 0.72 0.66 0.84 0.2
Wtot ~MJ! 0.65 1.16 0.51 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.95 0.2
tsaw ~s! 2.63 2.66 3.87 1.50 3.81 2.45 0.36 2.0

Diagnostic
time ~s! 2.70 2.70 3.90 3.80 4.00 3.80 3.66 3.5
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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the data. The scaling and radial form of the diffusivities th
result in the simulations using the JET transport model
considered in Sec. IV B, and it is shown that the Bohm co
ponent of the JET transport model dominates. Then, in S
IV C, a selection of JETr* discharges is considered in deta
in order to investigate the physical processes associated
the interplay between boundary conditions, sources
sinks, and transport in these simulations, with a particu
emphasis on the gyroradius scaling of the transport mod
Observations from the simulation of the scans carried ou
the DIII-D tokamak are presented in Sec. IV D.

A. Statistical analysis

For each of the profiles~ion temperature, electron tem
perature, and electron density!, we define the normalized de
viation e j , of the j th experimental data pointXj

expt and the
simulation resultXsim(Rj ) at the major radiusRj of the cor-
responding experimental data point as

e j[
Xsim~Rj !2Xj

expt

Xmax
expt

. ~7!

Note that each deviation is normalized by the maximum
perimentally measured value for that given profile,Xmax

expt, so
that all the deviations have equal weight—rather than n
malizing by the local experimental data point, which wou
over-weight the deviations near the edge of the plasma w
the data points have small values.

For each profile at the diagnostic time for each d
charge, we define the rms deviations and the offsetf be-
tween the profile resulting from the simulation and the c
responding experimental data as

s5A1

N (
j 51

N

e j
2, ~8!

and

f 5
1

N (
j 51

N

e j , ~9!

whereN is the number of experimental data points in a p
file. The rms deviations and the offsetf are evaluated for
each of the three profiles—ion temperature, electron te
perature, and electron density—for the discharges con
ered. Note that the offset is positive if the simulated profile
systematically higher than the experimental profile and ne
tive if the simulated profile is systematically lower than t
experimental profile. If the offset is zero, then the rms dev
tion is a measure of how much the shapes of the profi
differ between simulation and experiment. The results of
statistical analyses are presented in Figs. 5–8 and in Tab

The rms deviations and offsets for the ion temperat
profiles for nineteen out of the 22H-mode discharges tha
are simulated using the JET and the MMM95 models
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 3 of the 22H-mode discharges wer
excluded~JET discharges 33140, 33465, and 35171! because
the ion temperatures in those 3 discharges were not meas
~the ion temperatures were set equal to the electron temp
tures in the International Profile Database!. The rms devia-
Downloaded 07 Dec 2002 to 128.180.141.140. Redistribution subject to A
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tions range from 4.6% to 17.8%, with no systematic tre
that favors either model. The offsets are mostly negat
indicating that simulations underpredict the experimen
data, but the negative values are 12% or less.

The average rms deviationsavg and average offsetf avg,
averaged over 19 discharges for the ion temperature,
averaged over all 22 discharges for the electron tempera

FIG. 5. Relative rms deviations~%! for the ion temperature profiles pro
duced by simulations using the JET and MMM95 models compared w
experimental data for 19H-mode discharges listed by DIII-D and JET dis
charge number.

FIG. 6. Relative offset from for the ion temperature profiles produced
simulations using the JET and MMM95 models compared with experim
tal data for 19H-mode discharges listed by DIII-D and JET dischar
number.
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and density profiles, are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the J
and the MMM95 transport model simulations. The avera
rms deviations differ by less than 1.6% between the t
models for the three profiles, and the average offsets d
by less than 3.3%. The magnitudes of the average offset
the JET transport model simulations are smaller than 2
for all three profiles while the magnitudes of the avera
offsets for the MMM95 model are less than 3.9% for
three profiles.

FIG. 7. Average rms deviation~%! for all three profiles produced by simu
lations using the JET and MMM95 models compared with experime
data for the 22H-mode discharges listed in Tables II and II.

FIG. 8. Average offset from experiment~%! for all three profiles produced
by simulations using the JET and MMM95 models compared with exp
mental data for the 22H-mode discharges listed in Tables II and II.
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In order to determine whether or not these differenc
are statistically significant, it is useful to compute a meas
of the scatter in the rms deviations from one discharge to
next. The rms deviation of the rms deviations for any giv
profile, ss , is defined by

ss5
1

J21 (
j 51

J

~s j2savg!
2, ~10!

whereJ is the number of discharges. The results forsavg and
ss are given in Table V. The difference between the avera
rms deviations for the JET and MMM95 models is signi
cantly less than sum of thess values for all three profiles
Similar results are found for the offsets. Hence the differen
between simulation results produced by the two models
not statistically significant. We conclude that the two mod
matchH-mode experimental data from these 22 dischar
equally well.

B. Gyroradius scaling of the JET transport model

The effective diffusivities as a function of minor radiu
from a simulation using the JET transport model for the h
r* JET tokamak discharge 33140 are shown in Fig. 9.~Note
that the ‘‘effective’’ thermal diffusivity, for example, is de
fined as the heat flux divided by the density times tempe
ture gradient—with no separate contribution for convectio!
This simulation of the JET discharge 33140 matched exp
mental data quite well, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The t
thermal diffusivities shown in Fig. 9 are the sum total
contributions from the Bohm and gyro-Bohm terms in t
JET model as well as neoclassical transport, which has g
Bohm scaling. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the Bohm con
bution to the JET transport model is the dominant contrib
tion to the ion thermal diffusivity over most of the plasm
and the dominant contribution to the electron thermal dif
sivity over the outer half of the plasma, in the case of t
simulation.

The normalized minor radii where the transition occu
from gyro-Bohm dominance to Bohm dominance in the el
tron and ion thermal diffusivities for simulations using th
JET model are listed in Table VI for the 22 discharges sim
lated. For the ion thermal diffusivity, it can be seen that t
Bohm contribution is larger than the gyro-Bohm contributi
over the outer two-thirds of the plasma in JET simulations
the JET tokamak discharges and over almost all of

TABLE V. Average rms deviation and the scatter in rms deviations for
22 H-mode discharges~19 discharges forTi) simulated using the MMM95
and JET models.

Statistic Ti Te ne

JET ~%!
savg 9.58 9.99 9.90
ss 4.17 5.50 3.04

MMM95 ~%!
savg 9.38 10.24 8.39
ss 4.34 5.94 3.48

Dsavg 0.20 20.24 1.51

l
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plasma in most of the DIII-D discharges. For the electr
thermal diffusivity, the Bohm contribution is larger than th
gyro-Bohm contribution over the outer half of the plasma
the simulations of JET discharges and the outer two-third
the plasma in most of the simulations of DIII-D discharge
The components of the thermal diffusivities shown in Fig

TABLE VI. Normalized minor radius beyond which the Bohm compone
of the JET model is greater than the gyro-Bohm component in each s
lation.

r /a for r /a for
Tokamak Discharge xe

Bohm.xe
gyro-Bohm x i

Bohm.x i
gyro-Bohm

JET 33131 0.48 0.40
JET 33140 0.46 0.10
JET 33465 0.48 0.20
JET 35156 0.41 0.30
JET 35171 0.47 0.23
JET 37718 0.57 0.00
JET 37728 0.64 0.25
JET 38407 0.45 0.05
JET 38415 0.43 0.05
JET 42794 0.71 0.07
JET 42997 0.65 0.00
JET 43134 0.66 0.07
JET 43443 0.25 0.00
JET 43452 0.57 0.05
DIII-D 77557 0.27 0.03
DIII-D 77559 0.27 0.05
DIII-D 81321 0.28 0.05
DIII-D 81329 0.28 0.05
DIII-D 81499 0.35 0.03
DIII-D 81507 0.33 0.03
DIII-D 82205 0.33 0.00
DIII-D 82788 0.41 0.27

FIG. 9. Effective diffusivities as a function of minor radius from a simu
tion using the JET model for the highr* JET discharge 33 140.
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are typical of the components of the JET transport mode
all 22 discharges included in this study. The fact that the J
transport model has predominantly Bohm scaling while
multimode model has entirely gyro-Bohm scaling is a ma
fundamental difference between the models.

C. Scaling of the r* scans in the JET tokamak

The JET and MMM95 model simulations of the 4 JE
tokamak discharges, representing two gyroradius (r* ) scans,
are shown in Figs. 1–4. As noted in Sec. III A, the glob
energy confinement time is observed to have nearly Bo
scaling in discharges 33140 and 33131, while it has ne
gyro-Bohm scaling in discharges 35171 and 35156.4,16 It is
intriguing that simulations using transport models with su
different gyroradius scaling~Bohm and gyro-Bohm! are able
to match experimental data from two differentH-moder*
scans that have such different gyroradius scaling of glo
confinement.

The key to understanding how two transport models w
different underlying scalings can both match two scans w
different global confinement scalings is to examine t
boundary conditions and the resulting shapes of the den
and temperature profiles. Consider the pair of JET tokam
discharges 33140 and 33131 shown in Figs. 1 and 2, w
plasma parameters given in Table II. The strength of
toroidal magnetic field was increased from 1.74 to 3.06 T
the scan progressed from discharge 33140 to 33131. In o
to hold the averageb and collisionality fixed in the dis-
charges of this scan, the line averaged density was incre
from 3.7 to 7.131019m23 ~proportional toB1.15) and addi-
tional heating was applied to increase the plasma ther
energy content from 2.0 to 7.3 MJ~proportional toB2.29).

However, the shapes of the electron density profiles n
the edge of the plasma changes from relatively flat in the
field discharge 33140 to a relatively steeper gradient in
higher field discharge 33131, starting at the top of t
H-mode pedestal in both cases. As a result, the pressure
dient near the edge of the plasma increases from the low
to the high field discharge. This has the effect of increas
the transport near the edge of the plasma in the high fi
case. This profile effect works against the gyroradius scal
which would reduce the transport as the magnetic field
increased if the profile shapes were held fixed (x}B21/3 for
Bohm andx}B21 for gyro-Bohm!. The increase in therma
diffusivities near the edge of the plasma as the magnetic fi
is increased results in flatter temperature profiles near
edge of the plasma in the high field discharge 33131~Fig. 2!
relative to the low field discharge 33140~Fig. 1!. The vari-
able DTe

defined in Eq.~3!, which serves as an estimate
the normalized temperature gradient, is reduced from 0.5
the low field discharge 33140 to 0.38 in the high field d
charge 33131.

The two transport models respond somewhat differen
to the changes in the shapes of the profiles. The Bohm c
tribution to the thermal diffusivities of the JET transpo
model is proportional to the local electron pressure grad
multiplied by DTe

from the edge of the plasma. As note
DTe

decreases with magnetic field while the dependence

u-
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local electron pressure gradient gives the JET model s
stiffness. Also, it can be seen from Table VI that the norm
ized radius at which the Bohm component becomes la
than the gyro-Bohm component of the ion thermal diffusiv
moves from 0.1 in the low field discharge 33140 to 0.4 in
high field discharge 33131. These effects combine in the
simulations to make the predicted energy confinement t
nearly independent of magnetic field (tE}B0.08).

The MMM95 transport model is somewhat stiffer tha
the JET transport model~the diffusivities increase more rap
idly with increasing normalized temperature gradient in
plasma core!. As a result, the flatter temperature gradie
near the edge of the high field discharge 33131 has the e
of holding down all the rest of the temperature profile. Th
causes the predicted global energy confinement time to
nearly independent of magnetic field, (tE}B0.11) even
though the underlying gyro-Bohm scaling of MMM95 wou
predict confinement proportional to magnetic field if the p
files were actually held fixed.

The change in the normalized edge density gradien
less pronounced in the other JETr* scan, 35171~Fig. 3! and
35156~Fig. 4!. In that scan, the edge densities increase w
magnetic field (nedge}B1.05) in a way that is more consisten
with the increase of the line averaged density (n̄e}B1.52). As
a result, the normalized edge electron pressure gradien
creases by a factor of 2.0 from the low field discharge 351
to the high field discharge 35156, compared with the mu
larger increase by a factor of 6.9 in the otherr* scan de-
scribed previously. Throughout the core of the plasma,
normalized shapes of the density and temperature profiles
more peaked in the low field discharge 35171 than they
in the high field discharge 35156. These changes in
shapes of the profiles together with the underlying scaling
the transport models causes the predicted global therma
ergy confinement time,t th , to increase significantly with
magnetic field strength (t th}B0.54 for the JET transport
model andt th}B0.81 for the MMM95 transport model! in this
JET tokamakr* scan.

D. DIII-D scans

Simulations were carried out using the JET and MMM
transport models for the 8 DIII-D discharges listed in Tab
IV. These discharges represent scans in heating po
~77557 and 77559!, density~81321 and 81329!, elongation
~81499 and 81507!, and normalized gyroradius,r* ~82788
and 82205!. The rms deviations and relative offsets a
shown for the 8 discharges on the right hand side of Fig
and 6.

First, consider the DIII-Dr* scan represented by dis
charges 82788 and 82205. The energy confinement
(tE[Wtot /PNB) computed from the experimental data h
gyro-Bohm scalingtE}B1.03 for this set of discharges. Th
energy confinement time from the simulations using
MMM95 transport model is found to be close to gyro-Boh
scaling (tE}B0.90), while the energy confinement time from
the simulations using the JET transport model is found
have a scaling between gyro-Bohm and Bohm (tE}B0.67).
In particular, the MMM95 model underpredicted both tem
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perature profiles in both discharges while the JET mo
overpredicted both temperature profiles in the highr* dis-
charge 82788 and underpredicted both temperature pro
in the low r* discharge 82205, although this difference
still not statistically significant.

It is found that there is no systematic trend in the pow
scan~discharges 77557 and 77559!. Both models underpre
dicted the ion temperature profiles by about the same am
and both models predicted the electron temperature pro
more accurately. The MMM95 thermal diffusivities increa
with electron temperature (x}Te

3/2) and also the contribu-
tions to the thermal diffusivity from different parts of th
MMM95 model increase with normalized ion temperatu
gradient ~for the drift modes! or with normalized pressure
gradient~for the ballooning modes!. The thermal diffusivi-
ties, which result when the JET transport model is used, a
increase with electron temperature (x}Te for the Bohm con-
tribution! and with the normalized electron pressure gradie
All of these dependencies contribute to the observed sca
of confinement with respect to heating power.

In the density scan~discharges 81321 and 81329!, the
heating power was adjusted to hold the temperatures fixe
the plasma density was increased. The simulations u
both models matched the experimental data quite well
both discharges in this scan, as shown in Figs. 10 and
The shapes of all the profiles remained nearly the same in
two discharges of this scan, in both the experimental d
and in the simulations~except for some structure in the de
sity profile!. If the magnitudes and normalized shapes of
profiles are fixed from one discharge to another, then
diffusivities predicted by both the JET and MMM95 mode
remain nearly fixed.

In the DIII-D elongation scan~discharges 81499 an
81507!, the plasma elongation~at the 95% flux surface! is
increased from 1.68 to 1.95 while the width of the plasma
decreased from 0.63 to 0.54 m. It can be seen from the
in Table IV that the energy confinement timetE

[Wtot /PNB changed by only 3%~0.146 to 0.151 s!. Similar
results are found in the simulations: The energy confinem
time decreased by only 1.3%~from 0.161 to 0.159! in the
simulation using the JET transport model, and it increased
only 5.5%~from 0.145 to 0.153! in the simulation using the
MMM95 transport model. Any effect that elongation has
the transport model is offset by the reduction of the width
the plasma which increases the temperature and density
dients across the width of the plasma.

In many of the simulations of the DIII-D discharges u
ing the JET model, especially in those with higher neut
beam heating power and, consequently, higher neutral b
fueling, there is a central peak in the electron density profi
that is not present in the experimental data. This observa
suggests that the JET transport model is predicting too l
charged particle transport near the magnetic axis.

V. ITER SIMULATIONS

It has been demonstrated in this paper thatBALDUR

simulations using the JET and MMM95 transport mod
matchH-mode experimental data equally well on average
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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all the discharges considered, including ther* scans. Now it
would be useful to compare simulations of a fusion reac
design using these two models. Systematic scans of sim
tions using the MMM95 model have been published for
original design of the International Thermonuclear Expe
mental Reactor~ITER!.20,19 That version of the ITER design
had the following engineering parameters: major radiusR
58.14 m, minor radiusa52.80 m, elongationk51.60, tri-
angularity d50.24, toroidal magnetic fieldBt55.68 T,
plasma currentI p521.0 MA, and the volume-averaged e
fective ion chargêZeff&51.5.

Figure 12 shows the alpha heating power as a functio
time for a selection of edge temperatures from simulati
using the JET transport model with volume averaged e
tron densities rising to 1.131020 ~top panel! and 0.9
31020m23 ~bottom panel!. In these time-dependent simula
tions, 100 MW of neutral beam injection with 1 MeV deu
terium atoms is applied from 90 to 150 s. The alpha hea
power remains high after the auxiliary heating is turned
at 150 s~indicating ignition! in those simulations with edg
temperatures that are 3 keV or higher, while the alpha h
ing power decays rapidly~not igniting! when the edge tem
perature is 2.5 keV or less. The pulses of alpha power
associated with sawtooth oscillations in these simulation

Simulations of ITER, using the JET transport mod
show that ITER would ignite when the edge temperature
about 3 keV or higher and the volume averaged densit
0.931020m23 or higher, withZeff51.5 from carbon and ac

FIG. 10. Ion temperature, electron temperature, and electron density pr
as a function of major radius for simulations of the low density DIII-
discharge 81321. In each panel, the closed circles represent experim
data, the solid curves are the results of simulations using the Mixed Bo
gyro-Bohm model, and the dashed curves are simulations using
MMM95 model.
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cumulated helium~see Fig. 12!. Simulations set up in the
same way using the MMM95 model rather than the J
transport model~i.e., with the same boundary condition
auxiliary heating, and density ramp! ignited with edge tem-
peratures as low as 0.25 keV or with volume average den
as low as 0.77531020m23.20 The only dimensionless pa
rameters that are different between ITER and present
tokamaks such as JET or DIII-D are the normalized gyro
dius r* and the atomic physics scale lengths, such as
normalized penetration length for edge neutrals. The gyro
dius scaling of the JET model is dominated by Bohm scali
which is more pessimistic than the gyro-Bohm scaling of
MMM95 model, when extrapolated from present-day expe
ments to fusion reactors. That is, Bohm scaling of confi
ment increases more slowly with size and magnetic field t
does gyro-Bohm scaling.

VI. CONCLUSION

Predictive transport simulations of 22H-mode dis-
charges in JET and DIII-D have been carried out with t
JET and with the MMM95 transport models. A statistic
analysis indicates that the temperature and density pro
from simulations using both models match experimental d
equally well. On average, the MMM95 model underpr
dicted the temperature profiles by 3% or 4% more than
JET transport model, but that difference is not statistica
significant. The average rms deviations are about 9% or 1
for both models.

les

ntal
/

he

FIG. 11. Ion temperature, electron temperature, and electron density pro
as a function of major radius for simulations of the high density DIII-
discharge 81329. In each panel, the closed circles represent experim
data, the solid curves are the results of simulations using the Mixed Bo
gyro-Bohm model, and the dashed curves are simulations using
MMM95 model.
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The two transport models have different gyrorad
scaling—the JET model has predominantly Bohm scal
over most of the outer regions of the plasma in these si
lations, while the MMM95 model has purely gyro-Boh
scaling. There are also significant differences between
internal structures of the models. The Bohm contribution
the JET transport model, for example, has a nonlocal fa
that causes the transport throughout the plasma to depen
the normalized electron temperature gradient at the edg
the plasma. The MMM95 transport model depends entir
on local plasma parameters, with a rather stiff dependenc
the normalized ion temperature gradient. In spite of th
differences, simulations using both models matched
trends observed in the experimental data in systematic s
over gyroradius, plasma power, density, and elongat
However, simulations of the ITER fusion reactor design
ing the JET transport model required higher edge temp
ture ~about 3 keV! to ignite than corresponding simulation
using the MMM95 model, which would ignite with only
0.25 keV edge temperature.

FIG. 12. Alpha heating power from simulations of ITER using the J
transport model for̂ne20&51.1 ~top panel! and^ne20&50.9 ~bottom panel!.
In each panel, the curves show results from simulations using an edge
perature of 4.0 keV~top curve!, 3.0 keV ~second curve!, 2.5 keV ~third
curve in the left panel only!, and 2.0 keV~bottom curve!.
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The simulations presented in this paper illustrate the
lowing basic principle: Global confinement scalings are d
termined by the shapes of the plasma profiles in addition
the underlying scaling of the transport model. The shape
the plasma profiles~including densities, temperatures, cu
rent, and flow! are determined by the effects of bounda
conditions, profiles of sources and sinks, large scale insta
ties, as well as transport. Boundary conditions, for exam
were shown to have a significant effect on the shapes of
density and temperature profiles and, consequently, a sig
cant effect on the scaling of confinement in the system
scans presented in this paper.
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